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Justification of the topic:  

 

 Drug Rehabilitation programs are an essential topic to discuss specifically because of the 

amount of people within marginalized communities that are being affected because of substance 

abuse. Substance abuse, specifically within fragile communities, is cyclical and should be 

addressed. Specifically in relation to mental health, people of color who struggle with mental 

health are often times also addicted to drugs, and receive poor treatment and/or end up convicted 

of a crime. This also ignores mental health concerns of people of color who are often times 

convicted of crimes because their behavior suggests that they may be violent, without proper 

behavioral screening.This is why dual-diagnosis programs are essential for people of color, as 

well as decreasing sentencing within prison due to non-violent drug offenses. These measures are 

key to reform the justice system which has perpetuated racism by disproportionately 

incarcerating people of color.  

Resolutions: 

Resolution 1: The United States federal government should stop mandatory sentencing in favor 

of drug rehabilitation programs 

1. AFF Ground 

● The aff can run an econ advantage about the economic benefits that would occur after a 

significant amount of individuals are released from jail, as rehabilitation would cost 

significantly less than incarceration. Another advantage could be a racism advantage that 

highlights how this would decrease incarceration for minority individuals 

      2. Neg Ground  

● A politics disad would work, also an econ d/a that would cause a tradeoff or cost too 

much money to implement. Also the k. 



 

 

Resolution 2: The United States Federal Government should implement a dual diagnosis 

program to the homeless  

● AFF can have arguments that are specific to homeless people as mental health issues are 

often overlooked when it comes to the homeless population.Advantages include 

disablism, as well as a more intrinsic homeless argument 

● Neg can make econ and politics arguments as well as kritical masking arguments such as 

how we a homogenizing all mental health issues. 

Resolution 3: The United States Federal Government should decriminalize hallucinogenic and or 

psychedelic substances. 

 Aff: This resolution will allow for affirmatives to either debate the entire resolution, or to 

limit themselves to one specific substance, an example of this would be to decriminalize 

the use of peyote. Affirmatives would have access to multiple types of advantages 

stemming from health benefits, cultural acceptance or native tribes, specific populations 

that are more likely to use these substances. They can also talk about how substance users 

might be suffering from mental health issues, the overcrowded prison system. 

 Neg: This resolution allows the negative to debate topicality on many words and phrases. 

Some of the potential disadvantages to this are tradeoff disads, health, mental health. 

Counterplans could legalize the substance. 

Resolution 4: The United States Federal Government should authorize the creation of supervised 

drug injection centers. 

 Affirmative: With a growing number of people who are overdosing on opioids and other 

injectable drugs in America there is an obvious need for a solution. Vancouver is the only 

place in North America where this is legal, affirmative’s can access solvency from 



 

 

researching Vancouver. There are obvious advantages stemming from lives saved, money 

saved in the healthcare system, and population that are vulnerable to drug use and 

addiction. If the affirmative wants to do this in only part of the US or in a state that has 

particularly bad  

 Negative:  Depending on the affirmative, a counterplan could be to instead create dual-

diagnosis programs in the US, this research overlaps from another resolution within this 

topic area. The negative will also have access to things like e-spec and topicality on the 

word drug or the phrase drug injection. Potential disadvantages might stem from the lack 

of access for minorities or certain other populations like those in poverty who might still 

die from an overdose. 

Resolution 5: The  United States Federal Government should repeal mandatory minimums for 

Federal drug sentences. 

 Affirmative: Potential advantages for this affirmative can go in multiple directions. 

Mandatory minimums not only disproportionately affect minority communities but also 

give too much power to prosecuting attorney’s. Prison Overcrowding is another potential 

area to talk about. Potentially an affirmative could repeal mandatory minimums for one 

type or class of drug, this would allow for a good topicality debate and more education on 

why certain mandatory minimums are either good or bad. 

 Negative: Repealing all mandatory minimums is likely to create some bias in the system. 

On this topic potential counter plans could be to lower the mandatory minimums for 

federal drug sentences, this could also answer back an affirmative that chooses one drug 

or class of drugs. 

 



 

 

Resolution 6: The United States federal government should implement drug rehabilitation 

programs for expectant mothers. 

 Affirmative: This a basic case that allows for upward mobility for women that suffer 

from substance abuse. One advantage would be quality of life for the mother and their 

children. The second advantage would be an econ advantage that allows for these 

individuals to be able to receive jobs. You could also argue a racism advantage, 

 Negative: The disad could be a politics disad that would have probable consequences 

because of the republican control in the house which could lead to the impact of a trade-

off with planned parenthood or other reproductive health concerns. Another disad could 

be an econ disad that can say that this program would cost too much money and not 

feasible.  

Generic Arguments:  

The intention of this topic is to avoid generic debates and to create more conversation about 

different groups of individuals currently affected by drug usage in the United States. We believe 

this form of education is beneficial for debaters, and that these topics will allow for discussion 

that gives us a better understanding of the systemic issues our country is facing. Topics about 

drug abuse, mental illness, addiction, and the prison system allow debaters to think more 

critically about how these things are affecting our communities, including the debate community. 

These topics are not always talked about, so there may not be many generic arguments or 

backfiles on them. 


